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Good General Site for Photography Equipment: www.bhphotovideo.com 

Camera: Nikon D7000 (I’ve actually only worked with Nikons, so I can’t really give advice for Canons. 

However, I have always been happy with this camera. I photograph using the Manual setting—the 

Aperture setting does not allow as much freedom). 

Lenses: 60mm (for Macro—best for tabletop artifact photography) and 17-35mm (best for larger objects 

or landscape) 

• Can buy lenses used—just make sure that the glass is good quality. Could save up to $1000 

• Good site: www.KEH.com 

Software:  

1. Digicam Control: Free download! This allows for you to control your camera through the 

computer, which is great for small objects and fewer blurry photos. You can also adjust f-stop, 

etc. through this program. 

2.  Adobe Photoshop: Essential for color correction and working from NEF photos.  

3.  Adobe Bridge or Lightroom: Free with an adobe account. 

HDMI Tether cable: Hooks your camera to your computer. I have a TetherPro USB 2.0 Type-A to 5-Pin 

Mini-USB Cable (check your adapter type on your camera before purchasing).  

Backdrop Stand and Table:  

1. Backdrop Stand: Consider what you need to photograph. Mine is tall enough for furniture. 

2. Adjustable Table: This need will vary depending on what lenses you have, their zoom capability, 

your tripod/camera stand, and the size of your object. 

Backgrounds:  

1. Black Velvet: amazing for objects with high reflectivity, wonky shadows, and objects that need 

props—you can easily photoshop out the props with black paint 

2. Gradient vinyl backdrops . Good site: http://www.prostudiousa.com/Varitone-Graduated-

Photo-Backgrounds-P3678.aspx  

3. Large backdrop rolls for furniture (that can get a little dirtier because they will be on the floor) 

4. White vinyl backdrop for marketing and publications 

Tripod/Camera Stand: This decision will depend on your needs and budget. Regardless, make sure that 

the tripod/camera stand you get will hold your camera’s weight.  

1. For affordable, basic tripod with an arm (so you can shoot down on an object), I use the 

Vanguard Alta Pro 263AT Aluminum Tripod Legs 

http://www.prostudiousa.com/Varitone-Graduated-Photo-Backgrounds-P3678.aspx
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2. 360-degree ballhead: Pergear Heavy Duty Photography Camera Tripod Ball Head 360 Degree 

Fluid Rotation Tripod  

3. Weight Sandbags: This is a good idea for basic tripods—it helps weight the tripod so that the 

camera does not tip. 

4. Camera Stand: Studio Titan America Professional Studio Camera Stand (or something similar). 

Look on BHPhoto for more options. This is ideal for greater stability and efficiency. Make sure 

you get casters for ease of movement 

Laptop Stand: Depending on your camera stand, this can either be attached to your stand or stand 

alone. Because the camera is hooked via a tether, it is best to keep the laptop close to the tripod/stand. 

To avoid any tripping over the tether. 

Lamps:  

1. Adjustable lamps: Impact Two Monolight Kit with Bag (I got mine from Amazon actually). You 

want adjustable LED lights 

2. Consider any light boxes that would help with your photography 

3. Cactus wireless transceiver: connects camera flash to the lamps. 

4. Also, consider whether a macro photography set-up is better for you. This involves a 

consolidated table and lamp set-up. Check out fdi.photo.com.  

5. If you are in the field, a wireless remote shutter helps with limiting shaking of the camera while 

taking photos. 

Color Corrector: This corrects your color/lighting and tells you while photographing if you have 

everything set up okay. It’s very important for producing a photo that depicts the subject at its most 

realistic appearance. It was surprisingly difficult for me to find one at a normal size, but you can get an 

X-Rite ColorChecker Mini Chart from Forestry Suppliers for $67.50.  

Bubble Level: This is a small, but useful item that attaches to the top of your camera or cactus unit to 

ensure that your camera is level. I bought the “LimoStudio Photography Studio Three Axis Bubble Level, 

Hot Shoe Flashlight Hotshoe for DSLR Cameras, AGG1670” from Amazon for $7.00.  
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1. Arrange Your Object 

• Consider what information you are trying to capture 

• Orient your object so that it appears most accurate to how it was used 

o This consists of arranging broken fragments if an archaeological object 

o This may also consist of using props to hold up your object 

• Use your camera level to make sure that you are looking at the object straight-on (whether that 

is from above or the side) 

 

2. Adjust Camera Settings 

• Using your camera software (make sure your camera is turned on and connected to your 

computer via HDMI tether), adjust the camera settings to achieve the shot you need. 

o Again, consider what you are trying to capture (e.g. the entire vessel versus one plane of 

decoration) 

o Make sure your camera is shooting in RAW 

o Also make sure your camera is in Manual or Aperture mode 

Figure 1: Digicam Control (a free program). Camera settings can be adjusted in the 
left-hand panel 



3. Adjust your Lamps 

• As you adjust your camera settings to account for the depth of field and exposure you need, you 

will need to adjust your lamps in order to maintain proper levels.  

• Things to consider: 

o Shadows: Shadows can be distracting unless used properly. Use them in order to show 

three-dimensionality and texture. These can be achieved effectively by making sure that 

your shadows are all going in one direction. (If you are using a gradient background, 

make sure that your shadows are going in the same direction as the darker color) 

o Raking Light: For objects with texture and shallow decoration, using raking light can 

help bring those elements out (as opposed to head-on light, which will flatten them).  

 

• Make sure that your cacti on the lamp and the camera are hooked in, turned on (camera’s will 

be the transmitter (tx) and lamp’s will be the receiver (rx)), and they are on the same channel. 

 

4. Color-Check your Photo 

• For your first photo, place the color-checker in the shot (make sure it is capturing the average 

amount of light—not in deep shadow nor directly next to the light source) 

• Take the photo using your program (so as to lessen the amount of shaking on the camera) 

Figure 2: Example of how raking light can bring out decoration and surface 
texture 

Figure 3: Top Bar in Digicam. All programs will have a snapshot button that will 
allow you to take the photo remotely from the computer 



o Note that in your program, you can direct where you want the raw file to be saved 

• Open up the file in Bridge or Lightroom (you need an Adobe file manager to view and open raw 

photos). The below examples are with Bridge. 

o This will open your photo in Camera Raw, which will automatically open Photoshop 

o Using the White Balance Tool (not the Color Sample Tool), select the first grey square 

of the color-checker in the photo.  

o Notice that the program adjusts the colors of your photo based on what you told it was 

the first grey square.  

o Check your RGB levels. This is what tells you whether you 

have good color and exposure balance. Your RGB levels will 

change after you use the white balance tool. You want each 

number to be within the range 196 – 206.  

▪ If it is above 206, you need to darken your photo 

(using lamps or camera settings); if it is below 196, 

you need to lighten your photo 

Figure 4: The White Dropper Tool and the first grey square of the color-checker are highlighted red 



5. Take Your Photos 

• Once you have the color corrected for your object, you can take the photos you need 

without the color-corrector.  

• When you have all of the photos from that set-up, you will open them all together, including 

the color-corrector photo in Camera Raw 

• Follow the steps in Part 4 above to color-correct your first photo. Then, select all of the 

photos in the filmstrip, right-click and select Sync Settings. This will open a Synchronize 

window—make sure all attributes are selected and then hit “OK.” You should see your other 

photos adjust to the same color and exposure.  

• Note that every time you adjust lights and camera settings, you will need to color-correct 

o For one object, you may have multiple color-correcting photos. For example, you 

may have a full-view and a decoration close-up, which leads to different depths of 

field and exposure. 

o Therefore, make sure that you keep your color-correcting groups together until all 

photos have been color-corrected. 

• If you need a scale to be edited in a photo, make sure you take a picture with a scale as well 

 

6. Edit your Photos 

• Ideally, you want to do as little photoshop editing as possible. This really eats up your 

workflow. 

• For basic scratches and blemishes, you the Patch and Clone tools 

o Note that the patch tool copies texture, and shadows create different texture 

(noise) in your photo. Therefore, use your patch tool on like-textured areas 

• Creating a True Black Background 

Figure 5: In Camera Raw, Sync the settings of all of your photos AFTER you have color-adjusted your first photo. 



o Take your photo on a black velvet background (velvet absorbs light and creates the 

most true-dark appearance) 

o The advantage of black backgrounds is that they eliminate the “shadow issue.”  

o Therefore, to edit a black background, just carefully use the paintbrush and paint 

the background true-black. Make sure you very zoomed in to get around the edges 

of the object appropriately. The more detailed you are with this, the better the 

photo will appear. 

• Creating a True White Background 

o This is trickier than black backgrounds as shadows will still be involved. 

o White backgrounds are ideal for publications or websites with white backgrounds.  

o Remember: Even though the photo was shot on a white background, shadows are 

going to cause for this background to no longer be “true white.” Therefore, 

Photoshop needs to be told what the “new white” is.  

▪ Simply cropping the object out and pasting on a black background removes 

the advantages of shadows and creates a flat appearance. If we edit in a 

way to maintain some shadows while still creating a true white border, we 

can have the best of both worlds 

o First, we need to select out our object (because we do not want to change the color 

or exposure of the object—that’s why we color-corrected it). 

o For the best outcome, use the Polygonal Lasso tool  (which is accessible through 

the same tab as the Magnetic Lasso--simply click and hold down your mouse to 

toggle between the tool). Again, the Magnetic Lasso tool  CAN be used, but it 

can create a cropped effect. Carefully trace around your object (zooming in helps). 

Try to leave a small white space between your object and the selection so as to still 

maintain that realistic blurry edge (image below). This is the benefit of already 

shooting the photo on a white background.  

Figure 6: You can hold down shift before each click and the lasso will automatically connect points with a straight line. If yo umake a mistake, hit backspace and it 
will erase your last point. After closing your present selection space, you can add more selections onto the area by holding down Shift before clicking next. Or if 
you need to deselect spaces, hold down Alt before clicking next. 



▪ For intricated and complex borders (like chain jewelry), try using the magic 

wand tool   while toggling the tolerance. This selects like-colors 

o Once the correct spaces of the object have been selected, select the inverse space 

(i.e. the background) by Select > Inverse (Ctrl + Shift + I). Now, only your 

background white space should be selected. 

o Open the Curves window Image > Adjustments > Curves (Ctrl + M) and select the 

white dropper: 

 

o Using the dropper, click on the darkest point of your photo that touches the edge of 

the canvas. Hit “Okay” on the Curves window. 

o Tip: Leaving shadows so long as they do not touch the edge of your canvas gives the 

photo a less “cropped” and “Photoshopped” feel. 

o  

o Another tip: Most computer screens are MUCH brighter and have higher contrast 

than smart phones and tablets. In order to ensure that you are making your canvas 

edges truly white, squat down and look at your computer screen at an extreme 

angle (or tilt your monitor so that the screen is facing the ceiling more). This will 

enhance your darker colors and you can more accurately place your dropper. 

 

7. File Saving 

• Enter Metadata. This is essential for maintaining your information and the photo’s 

information. 

• While you are working on your photos, maintain the RAW files, including the color-corrector 

photo.  

Figure 7: Note the preservation of some shadows while achieving a true-white background/border so that 
my photo blends in with the white paper. 



• Once you are done with your photo, save as a 16-bit TIFF. This is the international archival 

standard 

• Delete your RAW photo: 

o You do not want any photo to be accessible to others that is not a finished photo 

o RAW photos are huge and take up too much space on the server. 

• Even if you need to save smaller JPGs, always make sure that the parent TIFF file is stored. 

 

 

 

 

For any other questions, feel free to contact: 

Corey Ames Heyward 

Wexler Curatorial Fellow 

cheyward@draytonhall.org 


